Abstract:
The problematic of cosmopolitanism and the world-wide solidarity it entails has primarily been posed in terms of the deficiencies of vision, perception and the imagination. While we can imagine the bounded community of the nation, it is more difficult to imagine common humanity. This is exemplified by the difficulties of implementing human rights instruments, insofar as they require a common acknowledgment among individuals and sovereign nation states alike that we all belong to the same world community and must abide by its norms. Marx argued, however, that cosmopolitanism was not merely an ideal nor even a perspective embodied in institutions of right but something that had been made actually existing by virtue of the global mode of production and the world market created by industrial capital. This paper suggests that we must locate the physico-material bases of cosmopolitanism at an even more fundamental level: in the biopolitical making of concrete human beings with all their capacities and needs who can subsequently recognized that they thereby have human rights. It then examines how these physico-material bases of cosmopolitanism radically challenge conventional philosophical understandings of human rights.
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